
AS IT WAS ON RUN 3788 

SUNGAI LONG (27/6/2016) 

HARE: BILLY NO HAIR 
 

I reached the run site at 5pm, the weather was hazy. There were 

many car already occupied on both side of the flat road. At 5.30pm, the 
cars arrive would have to park on the hill slope, double park, or at the 

far away from the run site. Fortunately, this road has not many car 
passing by, and our cars do not causing any inconvenient to the 

residences. 
 

At 6pm, OnSec call on the run start. The crowd count about 100 plus. 

It was a big turnout; probably the run site is near to town. I was 
informed that many were stuck in traffic jam on my last week run at 

Bukit Tinggi. 
 

At the initial, we were hike up from a cement trial; the first check 

was not far away, and was a forward check as usual. Then, the 
constantly up trail was continuing. From my GPS record, it was a KM 

trail, from 250 ft hike up to 1200 ft, and this was the highest point 
from the whole trail run. The second check was rather took long time 

to break, as there were many side trail along the main road. It was 

later found at one of the right side downhill slope. After that, it finally 
turns into a bush trail.  

 
Then it was downhill, until a rapid stream, cross a wooden bridge. 

It is a nice and cooling place. The check was on the right after the 
bridge and quickly found by the front runner. Later we cross another 

wooden bridge and uphill continue until we reach to an open area, 
where the jungle has eliminated for the housing development. Then 

we pass by an Indonesian worker village, small houses scattering 
around the bush and around the under development area. Finally 

come out to the tar road to the home trail. 
 

At the run site, as usual, runners were busy discussing the checks and 

the run, while enjoying the cool watermelon and drinks. 
At about 8.30pm, the circle started with Orange re-practice for Butler 

duties, and he received a free beer for his generous offer. 
 

Hare BillyNoHair and co-hare Won Tian Haur was called up, and there 
was a “Good Run” called out, although the hare seems unsatisfied with 

his own run, but I think the hare do his best as the area is too much 
developed, it restricted the run in jungle area. From the run, we can feel 



the hare was trying very much to set the run into the jungle area. A 

Good Run was called and a good song was sung. 
 

On Cash was up to remind the members that the 3/4 fee is ready to pay. 
 

InterHash was up to urge members try to give support to the 

Royal Stout Seremban run, as up-to-date, 5 members has 
registered for their run, it is too few in compare to our members 

size. 
 

InterHash and our 80 anniversary committees are really working very 
hard for a successful 2018 event. Guests were called up. Total has 11 

guests, but some might have left after the run. However all are paid 
guests. They are from Mantin and Batang Kajang Hash. 

 

A new member has joined us, Fei Chai Rong (or Fat Dragon), 
welcome new member and he will be taking up the Butler job next 

week. 
 

The Bomoh, Dave, has informed his run is on Lembah Beringin on 
next week. OnSec was charge for wearing wrong size of pant. Ah Meng 

was charge for wearing a new shoe, OnCash was charge for buying a 
new pair of shoe, and it is really news to me for being charge for buying 

new shoe. Both of them of course were treated with a delicious sock 
filter beer! 

 

Mountain Goat was charge for being an experience hash 
member with MK4, did not educate their member to remove their 

hash sign after their run. 
 

Ken was charge for organizing his unmentionable hash run two 
weeks ago, for breaking the hash ‘un-competition’ run practice, by 

given away prize for the top five runner, and of course the top mother 

hash runner who receiving the prize were also charge. OnSec was 
charge for being ‘prize award’ to the runner. 

 

As England has voted out of Euro, three of our England members 
Russell Jones, Roger, David Hirst were happily created a “Brexit” song to 

celebrate England withdraw from European Union.  
 

The On-On was in a restaurant New Canton no far away from the 
run-site. There were 9 full tables of members. Food was delicious. 

 

Big thanks to the hare for a “GOOD RUN” and “GOOD FOC FOOD”. 
 


